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SELF-DUAL YANG-MILLS EQUATIONS AND TAUBES' THEOREM

By

Mitsuhiro Itoh

1. Introduction and statement of results.

Let M be a compact connected, oriented Riemannian 4-manifold with a metric

g and G be a compact simply connected, simple Lie group. Let P be a G-

principal bundle over M. The adjoint representation on its algebra g induces an

associated vector bundle Q= QP ―PxAaQ,, called the adjoint bundle of P.

A functional is defined over the set o(P) of all connections on P by A ^―>

l/2-f|F(A)|z V＼g＼dx,where F(A) = cIA + AaA is curvature of A. A Yang-Mills con-

nection which is a connection giving a critical point of this functional is a solution

of the Yang-Mills equation 6AF(A)= ―*°dA°*F(A)=0, that is, the Euler-Lagrange

equation of the functional. A connection is said to be self-dual if F(A) satisfies

*F―F. From Bianchi's identity every self-dual connection gives automatically a

Yang-Mills connection.

The functional takes the absolute minimum given by the first Pontrjagin

number of bundle P when a connection is self-dual.

A connection A is said to be irreducible if the covariant derivative VA;

r(o)―* r(q(g)Al) has trivial kernel and a connection is reducible if it is not

irreducible. A reducible connection reduces the structure group of P to the

holonomy group by holonomy reduction theorem.

A differential operator DA ; /'(gR/!1)―-> r(g(g)/J2-)is defined by DA=P-°dA,

where P_ ; A2 ―≫ A2, is the orthogonal projection to the anti-self-dual part.

Since the base space is four dimensional and G satisfies n3(G) = Z, G-principal

bundles P and P' over M are equivalent if and only if they have the same index

/e 7r3(G), given essentially by the first Pontrjagin number of the adjoint bundle g.

Index of an Sf/(2)-principal bundle P is especially
~c2(PxpC2),

where p denotes

the standard representation. For a G-principal bundle P over S* of index 1 each

smooth map <p; M ―> S4 with degree k therefore induces a G-principal bundle

tb*P of index k over M.
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On S4 with the standard metric an SU(2)-principal bundle of index 1 carries

an irreducible self-dual connection, written in explicit form and called Belavin-

Polyakov-Schwartz-Tyupkin instanton solution ([1]).

The aim of this articleis to establish existence theorem of a self-dual con-

nection on a given S£/(2)-principalbundle over M.

Theorem 1.1. Let P be an S£7(2)-principalbundle over M of index k^O. If

P admits a self-dual connection A satisfying Ker Da* = Q, then an arbitrary SU(2)-

principal bundle of index k + 1 does also carry a self-dual connection which is

irreducible and satisfiesKer DA*―0.

We call a connection to be generic when it is irreducible and satisfies

KerDA*=0.

Reversing the orientation of M, we obtain

Corollary 1.2. Let P be an S£/(2)-principalbundle over M of index k^O.

If P admits an anti-self-dualconnection A satisfying Ker DA*=0, then there exists

also a generic anti-self-dualconnection on an Sf/(2)-principalbundle of index k ―1.

The condition that Ker DA*=0 for a flat(i.e.,self-dual)connection on a product

bundle reduces to a topological restriction on M that Hl(M)={P-d; deH%M)}

vanishes. Thus the following is immediately obtained.

Corollary 1.3 (Taubes [11]). Let M be a compact connected, oriented

Riemannian 4-manifold satisfying //2_(M)=0 (or i72+(M)=0). Then for all &>0(or

k<0) each Sf/(2)-principalbundle of index k carries a generic self-dual connection

(or anti-self-dualconnection).

The condition KerDA*―0 for A on a bundle of index k is crucial,because

H2+(M) does not vanish for each compact Kahler surface with canonical orientation

and a Kahler metric, and an Si7(2)-principalbundle of index ―1 over a 2-dimen-

sional complex projective space does not admit an anti-self-dualconnection ([5],[7]

and [10]).

The theorems can be applied to the case of anti-self-dualconnections over a

Kahler surface which are tightly related to the stabilityof holomorphic structures

of a smooth vector bundle.

Over a compact Kahler surface (M, g) with canonical orientation each anti-self-

dual connection A on a G-principal bundle induces a holomorphic structure / on

any associated complex vector bundle E such that the (0,l)-part F4" of VA coincides
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with the d-operator with respect to / ([2],[5]). Because the connection A is

Hermitian-Einstein in the sense of Kobayashi ([7]), this holomorphic structure is

g-seraistablein the sense of Mumford and Takemoto. Further when A is irreducible,

(E,J) is g-stable.

Thus we can discuss the existence of irreducibleanti-self-dualSt/(2)-connection

and the stabilityof rank two holomorohic vector bundle of c― 0.

Corollary 1.4. Let (M,g) be a compact Kahler surface. If a rank two

holomorphic vector bundle of Ct=O and c2~k (>0) carries a generic anti-self-dual

connection, then every rank two smooth complex vector bundle of d=0and c2>k

does also,and hence admits a o-stable holomorphic structure.

Notation. Denote by Ap the vector bundle over M consisting of />-forms.

Let A＼ and At be the subbundles of A2, given by self-dual 2-forms and anti-self-

dual 2-forms. We denote by f(Q<S)Ap) the space of smooth cj-valued/>-forms over

M. The metric g and the Killing form define an inner product on QRAP, the

Limner oroduct and L^-norms on /Ta(x)/P)bv

(1.1) l|0lk = (f (0.0)"1 ^＼Q＼dxYk

With respect to the £2-innerproduct the formal adjoint Vf and Df are defined.

Let Qp be the group of automorphisms of P which descend to the identity map

of M. The quotient space {self-dual connections on P}jQP is called the moduli

space 3i of self-dual connections on P.

The remaining part of this articleis devoted to verification of Theorem 1.1.

We use for thisin principle the idea of Taubes given in [11] except several parts.

To make these parts complete we need quite differentmethods. Along the follow-

ing course we show the theorem. For a given S£/(2)-principalbundle P of index

k(^0) over M we construct a smooth map (px with degree k + 1 from M to S4,

parametrized with X and glue well a self-dual connection A on P and BPST-

solution over S4 to obtain bundle Px of index k + 1 and also connection Ax on P＼

parametrized with a>0 (Definitions4.1 and 4.2).

If we let X be sufficientlysmall so that A1 becomes " almost" self-dual, that

is, the Lfc-norms of the anti-self-dualpart of F(AX) are small (Proposition 4.3), and

the firsteigenvalue fi(Al)of the ellipticoperator DADA* has a positivelower bound

(Proposition 4.4),then we can apply to Ax Theorem 2.1,an existence theorem obtained

by an iterated method due to Taubes. We statein section 2 reliably the quantities

C(A) and 8(A) aooeared in Theorem 2.1 which must be estimated to establish an
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existence theorem.

To show ft(Ar)>Q we utilize the basic properties of the BPST-solution that

the solution is of Hodge gauge and of exponential gauge in the sense of Uhlenbeck,

and also it is rotational invariant (Proposition 3.1) together with Sturm's type

comparison theorem related to firstzero points of the ordinary differentialequations

associated to Fa*Pa$―v0 = O (Proposition 5.1). A lower bound estimation of [.((A'-)

may cause difficultyin the case of general structure group G.

A self-dual connection A' on Px obtained by the above procedure must be

irreducible when so is the given A. If A is not.assumed irreducible,then we can

not necessarily conclude that A' is irreducible. However the structure of the

moduli space around a reducible self-dual connection can be precisely investigated

(Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5). In fact the moduli space is a product of the subset of

reducible connections which has a form of a bi{M) dimensional open ball and the

subset of irreducible ones, written as a cone over a certain complex projective

space Pn(C). Therefore an Sf/(2)-principalbundle of index k + 1 admits a generic

self-dual connection.

2. The self-dual equation.

Let P ―y M be a G-principal bundle over a compact connected, oriented

Riemannian 4-raanifold M with a compact simple Lie group G. Let Ao be a fixed

smooth connection on P. Since the set 8{P) of all connections is an affine space,

any connection A can be written uniquely as

(2.1) A=--A0+a

with a F(Q(g)Al). If A has self-dual curvature, then

(2.2) P^F(A,) + IVz + f4≪==0

where

(2.3) a%b = ll2P.(aAb + bAa).

Conversely, if ^cfXgCR)/!1)satisfies(2.2), then A=A0 + a is a self-dual connec-

tion. Thus in order to find a self-dualconnection on P it sufficesto obtain AnG£XP)

such that (2.2) has a solution.

Set a = DAfu for ≪e/'(gR/l-)- Then (2.2) reduces to

(2.4) ^0Dil*M+^*≪#Dil*≪=-JP_F(Ao).

This equation is properly elliptic,but non-linear.

For Ae<5(P) we denote by u(A) the firsteigenvalue of DADA*. Define Q(A)
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and S(A) for A with ft(A)>0 by

(2-5) ttA) = fl(A)-i/i{l+ fi(A)+＼＼P_F(A)＼＼Ll}i'*,

(2.6) 5U) = ||P_/iXA)||i]t+ C(^)||i>-F(A)||v,{l + ||F(^)|U4+C(A)||P_F(A)|U4}.

5

Theorem 2.1. There exists a constant e>0 which depends only on the

Riemannian structure such that if A0£g(P) satisfiesd(AoX(Ao)<e, then there is a

solution a in f(Q<S)Al)to (2.2). Moreover there exists a constant c>0, which is

independent of Aoe<S(P) and P such that

(2.7) ＼WAaa＼＼i-l+ ＼＼a＼＼L＼Sc*5(A≪)＼

Definition 2.2. For u, ver(q6dAp), 0 = 1,2, we define

(2.8)
<u,v>h=<u,v>l2+<Pa0u, Faqv>l2,

＼＼u＼＼h=<uju>uu＼

The Hilbert spaces JC = J{(A0) and JC=JC(A0) are defined by the completions

of r(§(g)//l)and F(q0A1) respectively, with respect to the norm ||.||//.

For a fixed connection Ao we consider the equation

(2.9) DAoDA*u=q,

q£r{o,RAi). A solution u of (2.9) is formally a criticalpoint of the functional

(2.10) Sq[u＼= V4<Paou,FAou>l.z + V2/4･ <u, P^F(A0)(u)>Li

+ l/6<≪, su>L2~lj2<u, W4u)>L2-<u,q>L2,

where s and W- denote the scalar curvature and the anti-self-dualpart of the

Weyl conformal curvature W.

Sq[u]is finitefor u r(§(g)A2-)and for such u we have

(2.11) Slu] = l/2<DAfu, D4u>L2- <q, u>La.

Now we shall show the following.

Lemma 2.3. There is a constant zx> 0 which depends only on the Riemannian

structure of M with the following property; if fjt(A0)>0,then for all u J{ anc

qsL4/3,

(2.12) S,M^[2lC(Ao)]-2|N!|ff^[2lC(Ao)]2||g|U4/3.

Proof. It suffices to show (2.12) for uef(Q0Al). From (2.10) and (2.11'
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we obtain the estimates

(2.13) SgMi?-^(A)|NIU22- <q, u>z.2,

(2.14) S,M^l/4||F^|!4-8||^.F(A)i!.4||M!|L2||M||,4

-c{M)＼＼u＼＼L＼-<q,u>L,.

In (2.14) we have used Holder's inequality. The constant c(M)>0 depends onb

on the Riemannian structure of M.

Since IMInHMkl + H^VlUI' we get ^or an arbitrary constant c>0

(2.15) Sq[u]^l/4＼＼u＼＼^-l/A＼＼u＼＼Ll

-mP-F(Ao)＼＼L]＼＼u＼＼Ll+l/c＼＼u＼＼$

-c(M)＼＼u＼＼4-<q,u>Ll.

By using Sobolev inequality

(2.16) Nk^lMIn

for a constant zz, which is independent of Ao, we have

(2.17) SJLu]^(l/*-te*/c)＼＼u＼＼H

-(l/4+c(M) + Sc＼＼P.MAo)＼＼im^hl

― <q,u>L2,

which induces the following for an appropriate value of c

(2.18) S,M^1/8||≪||^-c(MX1 + ||P-F(Ao)||^||m||^

―<q, u>Lz.

We apply (2.13) to (2.18) to obtain

(2.19)

that is,

(2.20)

I- + ||P_F(A)IU!)

Sq[u]+ <q, u> L2^＼l +

We have now the estimate

(2.21)

]+<q,u>Lz}^―＼＼u＼＼2H
o

4^(1 + ||P_F(A≪
lxhu＼＼'H

<q,u>L^azt＼＼q＼＼LU+l/a＼＼u＼＼2H,

for an arbitrary ≪>0, where we have used the Holder'sinequality and the Sobolev

inequality. Then

(2.22) S,[≪]^ll + (l + ＼＼P.-F＼Ao)＼＼A
'"l-IMIirc(M)

-l/a＼＼u＼＼2H-azj＼＼q＼＼2L4/3
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If we let a equal 16 ＼+
^~~A＼M＼l＼F{A,)＼＼tt

, then

u{A0)

(2.23) SJluU-t* l +
^TJTa + ll^-^^ll^r'lNIs

16 (i(Aa) ＼

-lbz＼ l+^Ul + ＼＼P-F{Aa)＼＼A＼＼q＼＼L＼n

IAAo) j
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from which (2.12) follows.

Lemma 2.4. There is a constant z3>0, which is independent of Ao£8(P) and

P such that if u(A0)>0, then

(2.24)

for all vsM.

1

WvWh^WDaZvWl^zMIh
zZ(Ao)

Proof. We can use the estimate for Sq[u] with q=Q. From (2.12) we have

＼＼v＼＼H/ZiC(Ao)^＼＼DAfv＼＼L2.The inequality ＼＼Da*v＼＼l2^z3＼＼v＼＼hfollows from the defini

tion of DAf and the norm ＼＼.＼＼h-

Proposition 2.5. Let Ao be a connection on P with fi(A0)>0. Let u F(Q(g)A2J

be the unique solution to DA0DAfti=q for q£r(QRAl). Then

(2.25) ||^>|U2g24C(A0)|MU4/3,

(2.26) ||^>|U^Z4{||g|U2+C(Ao)l|g|U4/3(l + ||F(Ao))|U4+C(A)||P-F(A)|ia

and

(2.27) ||Dx>!U4^^{[klU2+C(^o)lMU4/3(l + tl^(Ao)lU4+C(Ao)||P_F(^o)IU4)},

where z4 depends only on the Riemannian structure.

Proof. From the Sobolev inequality (2.27) immediately follows (2.26).

We show first (2.25). Since u satisfies l/2＼＼D4u＼＼L＼= <q,u>Lv＼＼Da*u＼＼l＼ is

estimated by ＼＼DAy＼＼L＼^2＼＼u＼＼LiM＼^^^＼＼u＼＼H＼＼q＼＼Li/3.From (2.24) we have

ll^>!U^22223C(A0)||D4>!U2|klU4/3.

Hence we obtain (2.25).

The proof of (2.26) is as follows. Set b=DAfu. Then b satisfies

(2.28) DAob=q,

(2.29) FAfb = -*[uAP-.F(A0)].

Here we get (2.29) from the following; for all <&er(8)
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<VA*b, 4>> L2=<FAfDA*u, </>>Lz= <u, P_dA/Ao$> l2= <m, [P-F＼A0), $}> l2.

The norm ＼＼b＼＼L,,= ＼＼DAfu＼＼L2is estimated by (2.25). Since bzr(QR/V), we can

apply to IIF^&H/j^ <pA*pAjj,b>l2 the Bochner-Weitzenbock formula, given by

Bourguignon and Lawson [3], that is, for (xe/Xgtx)/!1)

(2.30) FAfFAaa=2D,CDAoa + FA/4a

+ 2[PiF(A0),a]-cR(a),

where 31 is an endoraorphism of gig).!1 defined by the curvature tensor of the

Riemannian structure. Then we have

(2.31) ＼WAJ>＼＼L＼= 2<DA?DAt)b,b>Li+<VAJ?A*b,b>Li

+ 2<[/>-!F(A0), b＼b>L2- <<R(b), b>L2

^WqlUl+WluAP-FiAoM,;;

+2<IP+F＼AO), b＼b>l2- <m(b), b>Lz.

By using the Holder's inequality together with the Sobolev inequality, we get

(2.32) l|^oft||/^2|M|^+8≪,||P_^(^o)||/.J||≪||5I

for an arbitrary constant c>0. Hence

(2.33) ＼＼b＼＼^Mq＼＼Ll^z,＼＼PJ＼A0)＼＼4WH

+ ||&||4(l+2||iR||7_+ 64A||P,F(A))||/4)+^IIMI2H,

that is,

(2.34) (1-≪!)||6||^^2|M|^+8≪2||P_F(A)|UJ||≪||^

+ ＼＼l>Wl+2＼＼gi＼＼Lao+64lc＼＼P+F(Ao)＼＼$.

Since ＼＼u＼＼H/z£(Ao)^＼＼b＼＼Lywe obtain

(2.35) (l-^)||6!|^^2||g||4 + {l+2||iR||iM+ 64A||P+^(/lo)IU42

+8z2zUA0nP~F(A)＼＼L2Mbhl

If we let c= ll2z＼,then we derive from (2.25)

(2.36) ll2＼＼b＼＼Vm＼qUMl+ ^＼mL^n^z＼＼＼P,F(A0)＼＼^

+8^C(/Io)2||P-^(A)li/4}^C(A)2||g|l4,3.

Therefore there is a constant z.5>0, which depends only on the Riemannian structure

such that

(2.37) ||&|U^2s{||^||,2+C(A)||9llWl + ||P+F(A)||/,4+C(A)!|P_F(A)l!a

from which (2.26) follows, since ＼＼P,F(A0)＼＼Li^＼＼F(A0)＼＼L4.

In the following we need the Holder's inequality
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Wqlh^MhY'-WqU".

From Proposition2.5 we have

(2.39)

(2.40)

where

||/^>||/.2?£e4C(A0)||?|U4/^24a(A0)A/<Ao),

max {＼＼DA*u＼＼Li,＼＼D*u＼＼a]^zM,

0(Ao) = l + ||F(^o)IU4 + C(Ao)||JP-F(Ao)|U4,

9

(2.41)

<Xq)=d(q,Ao) = ＼＼q＼＼Ls+tXAo)＼＼q＼＼Lt/a-<p(Ao).

Now consider a sequence of solutions {uk＼to the linear equations DAQDA*Uk=qk

for a given sequence {qk}in /'(g(g)/fL).Define f/ztand -^fcinductively by

(2.42)

and for k^2

(2.43)

qi = -P_F(Ao)t

qt = -2i:ftDA*u#DAtut-1

―DAfuic-4DA*uic-i.

If all uk exist,then the partial sum sm = ^=luk satisfies

(2.44) DAQDAfsm + DA*sm- $DA*sm-1 = - P-F(A0).

Proposition 2,6. Let Ao be a connection on P satisfying "i2z＼d{A0)C,{AQ)<l.

Then each uk and gk exist and are smooth, and moreover satisfy

(2

(2

45) IIB^IUSjg- {16zld(Ao)mAof"l/^Ao),

46) maxlllZ^tlUJIAifwalU}

ibZi

Proof. The propositionis verifiedinductively on k.

By the definitionof qk

(2.47)

and

(2.48)

||<7*lk^4(2S:l ＼＼DA*Uj＼＼L2)＼＼DA*uk^＼＼L,

||^IU2^4(S^lll^,*^|U4)ll^0*≪*-.!U4

The inequalities (2.45) and (2.46) for k = l are just (2.39) and (2.40). By

induction on j<k, we have
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ll^lu1^4(I^-)2(i62j5)fc-c*-i!-0-1i:5;!0-1(i62j3yc-'-1

＼lbz4,I

Since 16zl<5C<l/2,which is the hypothesis of the proposition, we have I+I6240C +

■■■+(l6z2M)k-2<2.Thus

(2.50)

Similarly we obtain

(2.51)

n?fc|it1^8(^-)V-2a6^)*c*-2.

＼＼qA＼L2S^{^)＼l^z＼S)Kk-2.

Hence from (2.38)||g*:|U4/3is estimatedby

(2.52) ll?*l|i4/,^8(^-)V-1(16z53)*Cfc-.

Since 8(qk) Is given by %*) = ||0*IU2+C-||tf*IU4/s-0,5(tfjb)is estimated by

(2.53)

From (2.39) we get

**>sl6(di;
Y(l6zl8)Kk~1.

＼＼D4uA＼^zAqk)r%^^{^^＼^^nk-x<p--'

lO24

which is just (2.45). The inequality (2.46) is also obtained in the similar manner.

Proposition 2.7. Let Ao be a connection on P satisfying p.(A0)>0 and

32z^5(,4o)C(A)<l. Then {sm} converges to u in 3C, and {DAfsm} also converges to a

in AC which satisfies

(2.54)

and

(2.55)

DAfu=a

IWWh^zAAo).

Proof. We show that{sm} and {DAfsm} are Cauchy. For n^m^N we obtain

from Lemma 2.4 together with (2.45)

＼＼sn-sm＼＼n^z&(A0)SJU+1 ＼＼DAfuk＼＼L,
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z£(A0)

Zi

~ibzMAo)

23

Wz^Ao)

＼＼Sn― Sm||//
=

since <p(A0)^l.

Similarly we get from (2.46)

2{16255(iio)}*≪Ao)*-1

■2~N,

2-N

1

16z4

0-N

11

z3

1624

(2.57) ＼＼DAfsn-D4sm＼＼n^ZUn+l ＼＼DAfu,＼＼H^

(2.54) is a standard result.

To show (2.55) we must estimate ||2S£=iDA*uk＼＼u.

By (2.46) ||EA**≫*IIis estimated by

＼＼XD4uk＼＼x^Z＼＼Djfrk＼＼B^^Za&RKk-1

Lemma 2.8. The sequence {vm} given by

(2.58) vm=DAoDA*sm + DA*sm#DAfsm + P.F(A0)

converges to zero in L2.

Proof. Let n^m^N. Since # is symmetric,

＼＼Vn-vm＼＼L2^S＼＼D4(sn-sm)＼＼H+＼＼D4(sn-sm)^D4(sn+ sm)＼＼L2,

where we used the fact ＼＼DAob＼＼L2^S＼＼b＼＼afor each ^e/XgR/!1). By the Holder's

inequality and Proposition 2.6 we see easily that {vm} is Cauchy and converges

from (2.44) to zero in the sense of L2-norm.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since vm converges to zero in L2, the limit ti―l'imsm

is a weak solution to (2.4), hence u satisfies

(2.59) < DAoD4u + Da*u%Da*u + P-F(A0), v > L,- 0

for all v^f(Q(^AL). Since Ao is smooth, it is claimed from a regularity theorem

of ellipticequations that u belongs to r{o^At).
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3. Self-dual connections associated to BPS T-so!utlons.

In this section we give precise definitionof BPST-solutions and deal with

some properties of them.

The 4-space R* canonically has the structure of quaternion numbers H=

{x = x1 + xH + x*j + x4k}. We identify G=SU(2) with Sp(l)= {x£H; ＼x＼= l) and its

algebra §u(2)with the subspace of purely imaginary numbers by the aid of the

cross product.

We define an S£/(2)-connectionWover R＼ called a Belavin-Polyakov-Schwartz-

Tyupkin (BPST)-solution by

(3.1)

1+ xr

The curvature form Fw is then given by

(3.2) Fw(x) =
dxAdx

(1 + b!2)2'

Since dx/＼dx is an §u(2)-valued self-dual 2-form with respect to the standard

metric of R＼ W defines a self-dual connection. From the form of Fw it is easily

seen that W is irreducible.

By simple computations we obtain the following

Proposition 3.1. The BPST-solution W=Z W,,(x)dx''satisfiesthe following

properties

(1) W(dldr)=0 at x*Q,

here r(x)= ＼x＼,

(2) T,lldjdx"-Wf,=0,

(3 ) L* W= W for alla SU(2),

here La is an jR-linearmapping from II to H given by La(x)= ax and

(4 ) for any mapping 6 ; H ―> Sit(2)

(3.3) S-[W,,[W,,0]] = 2
X

(i+ x2y
9

The BPST-solution Is a rotation-invariantconnection such that the fixed gauge

ivSa Hodge gauge which is moreover exponential ([12]).

Let p denote the north pole of a 4-sphere S4 and p the south pole. Open
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subsets Ui―S4＼p and U2=:S4＼p give a trivializingcovering for any bundle over S＼

Then a bundle over S4 is determined by its transition function h: Uif] U2 ― G.

Let s; R* ―> U＼ and s;R* ― Uz respectively be the stereographic projections

from p and p. The maps s and s also define local coordinates of
>S4.

Define a transition function h over UiC＼U2 by h(x)= x/＼x＼.Then we have an

SU(2)-principal bundle P of index 1 and a connection on P satisfying the cocycle

condition

(3.4) h(xyi-dh{x)+h{xYl-W＼x)-h{x)^ W＼y)

where Wl and W2 are the same BPST-solution over R^H, and y = (s~l°s)(x)= x~1

(xeR*＼0) ([1].

If we put directly y ―x"',?/e^4＼0in the right hand side of the above, then

we get

(3.5) ({s-1oS)*W)(x)=-lm
I dx ･ x l

which describes the BPST-solution in a singular form.

For /*>()the scale transformation 1; R*―> R* is defined by X{x)―xjL Then

it is easily seen that self-dual connections are mapped by the scale transformation

into self-dual connections.

Proposition 3.2. Let X>0. Then the following hold

(3.6)

(3.7)

and

(3.8)

(X*W)(x) = lm
xdx

U*Fw)(x) =
22dxAdx

U2+Ixl2)2'

I

f X2dr- r"1 1

[ A ~r XI j

xgR4＼0.

These are shown by straightcomputation.

4. The existence of generical self-dual connections.

Let M be a compact connected, oriented Riemannian 4-manifold. Let

(VU(pi), ■･･,(Vk, </>k)be disjoint local coordinates of M such that each </h; Vi―>R4

can be extended to a smooth map to S'4. Then {Vo, Vu ･･･■>Vk} gives an open
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covering of M where V0 = M＼{mu ･･-,/≪*}(mi = ^i1(o),l^i^k). Thus we have an

Jc
onto mapping <p;M― S4 satisfying <p＼Vi= <pul^i^k and <pmaps M＼＼J Vt into the

north pole p. Since deg {<{>)= k, the pulled back <p*P of the SU(2)-principal bundle

P over S* of index 1 defines an SC/(2)-principalbundle of index k.

The transition function gOi of <p*P over Fofl Fi l^i^-fe is given by goi(fn)=

h(d>i(m)),m Von Vu

Let A be a generical self-dual connection on (p*P. Then there is a system

{A}i=o,i,―,*;where each A is a smooth §u(2)-valued1-form over V% satisfying the

cocycle condition over Fo n Vt

(4.1) Ai = g~1-dg+ g~l-A0-g, g= goi.

Choose a point m = mk,i in M＼＼JVu We define a local coordinate neighborhood

with parameter X contained in an open ball BcM＼＼J Vi.
i=l

Let U be a Gaussian normal coordinate neighborhood in B around the m and

<j>;U―><f>(U)czR4 a coordinate chart, Set Br = {m' U; ＼4>{m')＼<r) for r>0. For a

sufficientlysmall R>Q the metric g satisfies

(4.2) !g""(^/)-o'i"|<C

for all th'^Br where C is a small constant which depends only on R and the

Riemannian curvature at m=mk+i.

FIGURE 1
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For technical convenience we let 1 be in (0, min (1,i?/10)). Set Vk^ = Bi and

cover M by F0=M＼{wi, ■･■,mk+l},Vu ･･-, Vk and Vk+l―Vi+l. We define a local

chart (pk+i= (pUi over Vk+l by (pk+l{m')=^(p{m')lL

Definition 4.1. Let P* be an SU(2)-principal bundle over M with parameter

X defined by transition functions related to the covering {Vi}0£iik+ias follows.

The transition function got over Vof) Vi is just the transition function of (p*P for

l^i^k and gOk+i is defined by

(4.3) j/ot+i(≫≫/)=A(^4i(m/)),m'eFoH Ffc+1

by the aid of the chart ^A41.

Since the chart 0kil together with <ftu---,<pkcan be extended to a smooth

mapping of M onto S4 with degree k+1, the bundle Pl, thus constructed, has index

k + 1.

We introduce a smooth function /3;R+ ―> R+ with the following properties

(4.4) 0(a?)= l ar^l

= 0 ^^3/2

and we set /3rfor r>0 by pr(x)=p(xlr).

We define an Sf/(2)-connectionAx on P^.

Definition 4.2. A connection A1 is a system of §u(2)-valued 1-forms Afs

over Vi's O^i^k + 1 satisfying in Vo

(4.5) Al=(l-fa)A0+<p*(PrZ*(W2)),

in Vi

(4.6) A＼=Ai

and in Vk+＼

(4.7) AjU^^W1))-

Here we denote by W2 the form (s^^s^W2.

Because A is a connection on ^*P, A; satisfiesthe cocycle condition in Vof) Vi,

l^i^k. Since in Vof) Ffc+1A＼and A^+1 respectively reduce to(p*()*W2) and ^(^W1),

we see from the definitionof gOk+i that A1* satisfiesthe cocycle condition also in

Vof]Vk+l.

Proposition 4.3. There is a constant &i>0 which is independent of 2. such

that
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(4.8)

and

(4.9)
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＼＼F(A>)＼＼L
i^kd-~l

WP-FXA*)^ ^w*-", p>o.

Proof. For simplicity we write A1 in M＼{m} as Al=<f>*(pl-X*Wi) + Q.―flu)A.

Then F^FXA'^dA'+A'AA* and FL = P-Fl are given by

(4.10)

and

(4.11)

-dfaAA-itl-faJ-Q-ptWAAA

Ft =0*{#, ■P.X*FW +P4dPi A X*W2)

-tfl-pf)P-X*(WtAWi)}-P_(dpt!lAA)

~{(l-Pn)-{l-^)2}P-{AAA).

We devide M into four pieces M＼B$i, B<u＼Bu,BiX＼Biand Bi. For brevity we

denote m'^Bhl and x=<j>(m') by the same x. From (4.2) we see that the norm

･＼gand the Euclidean norm |-| is equivalent in the ball BR and the volume ele-

ment V|g| dx is also equivalent to the standard volume element dx.

First we show (4.8). Since supp^-^c^A^ and supp {(l-/33;)-(l-/33,02}c

/?KA/?,iwe. have in M＼R,

(4.12)

in B*,i＼Bu

(4.13)

and in B3i＼Bx

(4-14)

Fl=F(A),

F> = -(dpSiAA)-{(l-p3X)-(l-83iy}AAA

F= </>*i(W*Fw) + {dfr A X* W*) - 0, -Bf)Z*( W2 A W*)}

Moreover in Bi Fl reduces to <j)*{X*Fw)

We have then

(4.15)

Because X^l and ＼dpai＼(x)= llZZ＼dp＼(＼x＼l3/l),we get in B5l＼Bzi

(4.16) ＼F%(x)^k>Jl

where k2 is a finite constant, independent of A, hence
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for some constant ka which is independent of X. Moreover we have from (3.7)

and (3.8)

(4.18) F%(x)^kA
X2

u2+ x＼zy ^lUWJ ＼^＼2u2+＼x＼2y

for xgB3*＼Bz where k4 is a constant, independent of X. Because X^l and ^|a;|

it follows that

(4.19) ＼F%{x)Sh

forl^＼x＼S^,from which we obtain

(4.20) (f ＼F^＼g＼dx)
1/4

^k6X

for some constant ke. In the ball Bk we see from (3.7) that

(4.21) ＼FUx)^k,

hence by a simple computation

(4.22)

U2

X2

+ ＼x＼2Y

(＼

B
＼Fx＼^W＼dx)in^hl-'

for a constant k8. By these estimates we obtain

(4.23) ll^iu^r1

where k9 is a constant which is independent of X.

We shall now estimate the Lp-norms of the anti-self-dualpart FL of Fx.

As in the case of the full curvature Fl we have in M＼B5i

(4.24)

in BBX＼Bsk

(4.25)

and in Bn＼Bx

(4.26)

F1=O

FL=P^-(d8iiAA)--{(l-Bu)-(i-B3iy}AAA]

Ft = P^*{BrX*FwHd&iAX*Wi)-(Bi-Bj)X*WiAWi}-＼

Moreover in the ballBi FL=P^*X*FW).

Because IFiL^IF^L we have

(4.27)

in B5AB3x, hence

＼FLUx) ^kioA'1
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(4.28)
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[f (＼FL＼grv＼g＼dx]1/p^knx^-^

LJs5i＼B3k J

where ku is independent of /. vSimilarly we get in BU＼BX ＼FL＼g(x)^＼Fx＼g(x)^.kvi,

from which

(4.29) [t (＼Fi＼grv＼g＼dx}1/p^k1ai'p

In Bi Fx is self-dual with respect to the flatmetric. Then

(4.30) Fi. = (*-*,)F'

where * denotes the Hodge operator related to the flat metric. By using (4.2)

(see also (8.20) in [11])

(4.31)

for x£Bx. We have from

(4.32)

Thus (4-9) is derived.

(3

u.

7)

(＼FL＼g)pV＼g＼dxYP^kltXi/p

Proposition 4.4. Let A be a self-dualconnectionon the Sf/(2)-bundlê*P

satisfyingKerD^*=0. Then there existsa constant£>() which is independent

of X such that n(Ax)^jj.for sufficientlysmall X>0.

Proof. By the definitionof A1 we have that

(4.33) §<g>/*V*J =&pRAp＼mw

and the covariant derivative Vx with respect to Ax coincides with FA over M＼B5X.

For (pzristf&AV) we define (pt and ^>2respectively by (pi= ^5z<p and 02 = (1 ―/35;)^.

Then <p=(pi+(p2 and

(4.34) ||Z?iVII^=II^V.II^+2<^*0i,^V2>/.2 + II^V2lU.2

where DX=DA> and Di*=Z>^*.

Suppose that 0 is a normalized eigensection of DiDx* with eigenvalue //. Now

we derive a lower bound for p. To estimate the first term of (4-34) we use the

Bochner-Weitzenbock formula

(4.35) ||A*0lU! = II^IU2+<^(0).^>i≫ + ^'2'<FiW'^>i2

and also the Holder's inequality and the Sobolev inequalities to obtain

(4.36) IIA^IU^II^II^l-CidliRlU^. + ll^-ll/^^)}

-Cxm＼＼L0tl + W-＼＼L*BJ)＼＼<I>M
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where cx is a constant which is independent of ;.. Since Al=<f>*(PrX*W2) + (l―p3i)A,

we have

(4.37) ^,=r^i+(l-i88i)[A,^]

hence

(4.38) W^^^F^U^IIAIU^sJHIlI

where V＼denotes the covariant derivative with respect to [HrX*W2. Thus we obtain

(4.39) IIAVill^^l/Z-lir^ill^l-ddl^lU^^ + IIFLIU,:^)}

A lower estimate of HF^ilUj is obtained as follows. Since supp((pi)cBiOi and

qp*(x)A2-is over B1Oi a direct sum of three copies of g=§u(2),it follows from

Proposition 5.1 in the next section that

(4.40) ＼＼F*<f>i＼＼ti^*l*2WM£>

where c2 is a finite constant, independent of X. Because ＼＼§t＼＼L2:B5i^c3X2and

!|i?-IU2:s5/i^||Fi||L2:3fhas a bound from (4.9), there is a constant ct which is

independent of X such that for sufficientlysmall X>0

(4.41) IIA^.IU^c^H^H^.

For the second term of (4.34) we use formulas

(4.42) DSfa^idfaAfl+fa-Di**/,

and

(4.43) ＼＼dfaA<J>＼＼L^ca＼W＼Loo

to obtain

(4.44) |<MVi.^*^>|^||D^2lU2(||A*0lU2+^||0|UJ-

Here the Leo-norm of <p can be taken over B^ABsi, since supp(^!)c510^ and

supp(^2)cM＼£5<i. The estimation of H^IU^ is done by using the eigenvalue equa-

tion (see also the proof of Proposition 8.8. in [11])

(4.45) <Di*jj,Di*^>-fi<jj,^>=0

for all 7]GJC, which is equivalent to

(4.46) <V,7],V4>>L2+<3l{r]),(p>L2 + ^'2<r1,Fx.{(p)>H-ii<7],(p>L^.

Set i>=VT+W and v=f-v-l-<l> where /eC°°(M),/^0. Since

(4.47) VX7]=Vfv-1(p-fv-2Vv(b+fv-lVX(h
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we get

(4.48) <r≫,r/>£j-V2"<p1 ＼FL＼f>L3-(c6+f.t)<v,f>Li^0

for all f£C°°(M),f^0, where ce depends only on the metric g.

Because Fi=0 in Bk≫＼B5xand we have normalized </>,we can apply Theorem

5.3.1 in [9] to obtain the following bound on IMJl^

(4.49) ＼m^mv＼＼L^c7a+u＼K)^^Mh2.

Then the second term of (4.34) is estimated by

(4.50) 2＼<Dl*<puDA*^>＼m＼DA*MLili＼＼Dx*<l'＼＼c2+CBX＼＼</>＼＼t2)

fSl/2-!!D4*^||4+4|!AVi!4+4cy2IMI4.

Hence we see

(4.51) WD^W^WD^UI + WD^UlI

-l/2＼＼D^^U-i＼＼D^A＼T}-Ac＼}"U＼＼L＼,

that Is,

(4.52) 5||AVII4^li^*^ll4 + V2-||^V2IU3-4^2ll^ll4.

Thus the following estimation is established from (4.41) together with the condition

that KerZ)j*=0

(4.53) ||A^||7^c9/r||^||4+l/2-/I2||^||4-46i;.2|^|U^^||^||4

for sufficientlysmall A>0, where p.is a constant which is independent of X.

Proposition 4.5. Let A be a self-dual connection on the bundle (J>*P satisfy-

ing KerDA*=0- Then for sufficientlysmall k>0 there exists on the bundle Px a

self-dual connection A'=Ax+a, ael＼Q(S)Al)satisfying Ker Da'*=0. Moreover, if

A is irreducible, then so is A'.

Proof. From Proposition 4.4 we have /X^)―j≪. Then for small ^>0 ZiA*),

introduced at §2 has a uniform bound by Proposition 4.3

(4.54) CW^i.

Moreover we see from Proposition 4.3 that d(Ax) is estimated as

(4.55) 5(Al)^d2X,

where dz does not depend on X. Then for I sufficientlysmall we find from Theorem

2.1 a solution a―a1 in f(§(g)Al)to (2.2). Hence A'=Ax+a gives a self-dual con-

nection on P1.
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To prove KerDA>*―0 we need to verify that fi(A')>0.

Since D4,*0=D;*(£+a(0), ^> /Xg(x)/!L), where a map <j>±―->≪(0)is represented

in terms of <z,we have by using the Holder's inequality together with the Sobolev

inequality and also (2.7) that

(4.56) 11^^114^211^,^114+2^^(11^114 + 11^^114).

From the Bochner-Weitzenbock formula the last term of (4.56) is estimated by

(4.57) ||^|l4^2||A^|l4+2||iR|UJI^II4+4||Fi|UJMI4.

Since we have from (4.9)

(4.58) WWUiZ^dtWDWWzi + dMtt

for small k, ＼＼Da*</>＼＼lIhas a bound

(4.59) 2||Z>^*r>||4^(l-2^^2)||Z>,^|!4-2(/3(l+^)||^||4.

Hence it follows from Proposition 4.4 that 11^*0114=^11^114-

We now show that A' is irreducible if so is A. It suffices for this to verify

that

inf{||F^||4; 0e/＼g),||0lU8=l}>O,

because any reducible connection has a non-trivial parallel section of g.

Since F^=FA4-[a, fi],

!l^li4^2||F^||4+4||^|U42|Ml4

where we used an inequality ＼[a,<fi]＼^V~2＼a＼＼<f>＼and Holder's inequality. Because

(4.60) INI4^^il≪|ferg^2,

we obtain by using the Sobolev inequality and the lower estimation of j|F^|U

given easily in the similar manner as in the case of ||A*^IU2

(4.61) ＼＼FA,f＼＼4^1/2{a-~dsZz)fI-~ds^＼＼<P＼＼Ll

5. The firsteigenvalue of the rough Laplacian related to B P S T-soIutions.

Let Br be the Gaussian normal coordinate neighborhood of M centered at the

fixed point m, which we gave in §4. Let ^e(0,min(l,/?/10)). Denote by fo =

PoiBioiia) the set {<f>;Bl0i―>q smooth, 6＼aBin=0}.
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We define in Bl01

(5.1)

where
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],(;)=inf ilx[$];$ero, ^0}

IxW = ＼＼FMw.B10l/m＼Ll:Bl0x

with respect to the covariant derivative ri-=d-+[(lrX*Wx, ･].

The aim of this section is to verify the following

Proposition 5.1. There is a constant c>0 such that

(5.2) v(X)^c/X2.

Lemma 5.2. (1) There exists 0og.To which attains the infimum of /;[.].

(2) This d>0satisfiesthat

(5.3)

for all <per0 and also that in B10i

(5.4) Pi*rrto = v(X)fa.

Proof. (1) is a consequence of theorems in Ch VI of [6]. To show (2) we

set <f>t= <f>o+t&,(pro and differentiateIx[$t]with respect to t and put t=0. Then

we obtain (5.3). (5.4) follows immediately from (5.3) by Stokes' theorem.

For any g-valued function <p and each a£SU(2) define a new g-valued function

<paby <J>a(x)= </>(ax).Then we have from Proposition 3.1

(5.5) {La*Vx<!>){x)= (F^a)(a0, x BR.

We notice that SU(2) acts effectivelyon R* = H and the normalized invariant

measure da on SU(2) coincides with the canonical measure on the unit 3-sphere

S3≪SC/(2).

For any d> r0 define 0* by integration

(5.6) fi(x) =
t

<pa(x)da.
jsum

Of course <p*is La-mvariant.

Lemma 5.3. For each d>,d>&r0and each atSUiZ)

(5.7)

and further

<V4a, W>(aO= <V4, ytfifXflx)
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(Pi0*)(*) =
r

(Fi0°)(aO<to
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The proof of thislemma is easily done, because (5.7) is given by a simple

computation and (5.8) follows from the commutability of the integration with

respect to SU(2) and differentiationwith respect to the coordinate.

By using thislemma we have

Lemma 5.4. If 0ero satisfiesIx[<p]= inf L[(p＼ then the La-invariant <j>%also

attains the infimum.

Proof. If <pin (5.7) is La-invariant, then each ^eT0 satisfiesfrom (5.8)

(5.9) <rrf,Pi</>>(x)=＼
2<Pi4>,pi(p>(ax)da

Then we have from (5.9)for d>=6*

(5.10) !F^TU) =
f
. <V4,Vxf>{ax)da

JSU(2)

Since the right hand side depends only on ＼x＼,

＼V^＼＼x)= ＼Vxf＼＼ax)for all aeSU(2).

We assume that 4>attains the infimum. Set </>=(/>*in (5.3). Then we obtain

(5.11)

Since dBr―{ra; a£SU(2)}, the left hand side reduces to

rioi

Jo
KJ*dt.

jsum
<Fi<f>,Fi4>*>(ta)da,

where Kz is

＼

the volume of S3. From"(5.10) this is given by

K,t3dt＼V^＼＼t)=＼ Kst3dt＼ ＼fxf＼2(ta)da =

0 JO JSDX2)

In the similar manner we can also reduce the right hand side of C5.ll) to

v(X)＼ ＼<f>*＼2dx.It follows then that f attains the infimum.

Since g =§u(2) is identified with the space of pure imaginary numbers, every

g-valued function <pis written by <J>ii+<p2J+ fak, where <piis a real valued function,

l</<3.
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Lemma 5.5. If </>.r0 attains the infimum and is La-invariant, then each com-

ponent of <j>does also.

This is easily verified from (5.3) together with Proposition 3.1.

The rough Laplacian W*F~fTf). operates on an La-invariant <1>as

(5.12) (FW(*)=-(44)0*0+$.
2＼x＼*

(?+＼x＼2y
<Hx),

where A = £U (djdxaf.

We suppose that ^efo is La-invariant and attains the infimum. Then <jysatisfies

t-Ur＼±

(5.13) #+L(/)
2kl2/3?

(x2 + kl2)2
0 =0

Since ^ is a function of t= ＼x＼,this reduces to

(5.14) <jS+l^+M1)_/(W=o.

at" t at

where f(t) = 2t2l8j(t)/(Z2+t2)z. Each component of <j>also satisfies this equation. For

simplicity we denote by the same symbol <j>one of components of
<f>.

Since 0=0(#) is smooth and depends only on t=＼x＼, d<j>jdt― (),if t―>■ 0.

Because the equation is linear, we can extend the solution <ftover t>10/L

Since the BPST-solution is analytic, there exists for this 0 a value ^0 in

(0,10^) such that ^0) = 0 and ^)^0 for 0<^<y?0.

Now we shall estimate the first zero point Ao of 0 by comparing (5.14) with

so-called Bessel equation.

We may assume that ^>0 in (0, Ao). Compare (5.14) with the following equatior

(5.15) _+T_+v(%=o.

This eauation reduces to the following

(5.16)
d2z 1 dz

{*)-if=o

if we set z=t-y(t) ([13]). In terms of Bessel functions each solution z{t) of (5.16)

is represented by

(5.17) z(t)=aL(V~UT)t)+bY,(V17Z)t).
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where Jx and Y{ respectively are the Bessel functions of the firstkind and of the

second kind with n ―＼. Assume that limt ,0?/(0<°°-Then y(t)is given by y(t)~

aJi(V v~(X)t)jt.We have further limt^o(dyldt)=O. We can normalize y as

lim^oy(O = l-

Define a new function <p by <p{t)~t*/2-<f)(t)for the solution <j>of (5.14). Then

(p satisfies

(5.18)

Of course lira ~
≪-o at

= 0

$+K
-4F>=°

Define a new function <p similarly <p(t)=tz/2-y(t) for the solution y(t) of (5.15).

Then <p satisfies

(5.19)
§^-l)*=≪

"* 'Sf=≫■

If we set h{t) and h(t) respectively by h(t) = v(k)-f(t)-3l4t2 and h(t) = v(X)-3l4t2,

then we see that h(t)<h{t) for £>0.

Denote by l0 the first zero ixtint of <p,in other words, the first zero point of

/i(V"v(5) 0- Then we have

Lemma 5.6. X0^q.

Proof. Assume that ^o>^o. Then 0>O and y>0 in (0, Xo).

Fix e in (0, 20) and apply Sturm's technique to (5.18) and (5.19). Then

(5.20) ･-SX^M^l*
= $Wo)≫fw^fw!

Since h(t)<h(t), the right hand side of (5.20) is smaller than

Because <p>0 in (0, ^0) and </>(X0)= 0, we have d<p/dl<0 at Xo. If we let e tend to 0,

then the above has the limit <p{X0)-d(j>ldt{XQ)which must be negative. This leads a

contradiction. Thus we obtain 1O^XO.
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. Denote by tQ the firstzero point (>0) of the

Bessel functionfiit).Then X0=t0l^/v{X).Therefore from the above lemma we

conclude that

thatis,fJ/KXM2^^).

6. Reducible self-dual connections.

We introduce in this section a topologicalcondition on S£/(2)-principalbundles

which carry reducible connections and investigate structure of the moduli space

of self-dual connections around a reducible self-dual connection. As a consequence

we obtain Theorem 1.1.

Proposition 6.1 (see also [4]). Let P be an SC7(2)-principalbundle of index

k. It admits a reducible connection if and only if there exists a complex line

bundle L with Ci(L)2= k.

Proof. Assume that a complex line bundle L satisfiesthat Ci(L)2―k. Since

S(U(l)xU(l))czSU(2) and L carriesa £/(l)-structurewith a f/(l)-connection,a bundle

L@L~~lis associated toan S£/(2)-principalbundle Po. The connection on L($L~linduced

from L defines a connection Ao on Po which is indeed reducible. Index of Po

equals to ―c2(L0L~1)=Ci(L)2.

The inverse implication is shown by the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2. Let A be a reducible connection on an S£/(2)-principalbundle P.

Then there is a complex line bundle L with a £/(l)-connectiona such that P reduces

to a bundle associated to an S(U(l)xU(l)) bundle LcL~' and qp splitsinto L201,

and moreover A reduces to (a ). Further Ker^c/Xg) and the isotropy group

gA of A are respectively given by

{(v-lc-,/=&):≪*} -d r"e-^>>^}

Proof. Since A has a nontrivial parallel section <p of g, gt=exp^=X! (tnlnl)<pn

defines a nontrivial circle subgroup in QP satisfying gt(A) ―A. Then for a fixed

u in P we obtain a circle subgroup {bt} in SU(2) by gt(u)= u-bt. If us(u0 ―u) is a

horizontal lift of a curve in M, then gt{us) is also horizontal and satisfies gt{Ut)= uS'bt.

Hence the holonomy group of A is contained in the centralizer of the circle {bt}.

Then the holonorny group is conjugatewith {(^ " _V3T≪);# M- From a reduc
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tion theorem ([8])P is equivalent to an S(U(l)x £/(l))-bundleQ and A does also

reduce to an S(U(l)x £7(l))-connectionon Q. The vector bundle canonicallyassociated

to Q is written as L0L"1 for some U(1)-vector bundle L. The index of P is

certainly -c2(L0L-1) = c1(L)2.

The rest of Lemma follows from [41.

Remark. The simply-connectedness of M is not necessarily assumed for this

Drooosition.

Lemma 6.3 ([2]). Let A be seif-dual connection. Then we have an elliptic

complex associated to A

o―>r(§)―^ rcgR//1)―^ r(gR/ii.)― o

By using thislemma together with Kuranishi'smethod we obtain

Lemma 6.4 ([4]). Let A be a reducible self-dual Sf/(2)-connection satisfying

Ker DA*―0. Then the moduli space 31 around [A] has a form of an S'-quotient

of a slice neighborhood as {</>IXq(R)A1); ＼＼(p＼＼<£,dA*<p=ODA<f>=―<p%<p}l&A> which is

homeomorphic to {<p£Hl{o); ＼＼<fi＼＼<e}l£A

where £P(§)=Ker <^*nKer DA.

Since DA ; P(q0/11) ―>■r(g(g)/l_) decomposes into

D@Da
r(Al)RI＼L*RA1) ^-* r(AL)Rr(L*<g>A2-), Ker DA*=Ker D*0Ker D*.

Because QA and iJ°(g)=Ker dA are one dimensinal from Lemma 6.2 and bl(M) =

dimKer Z)* = Q, we have from the Atiyah-Singer index theorem ([2])

(6.1) dim ^(§)=8^-dim Sf/(2)/2-(z(M)-r(M))+l

=8k-2-3bl(M)+3b1(M)

= 8k-2 + 3b＼M)

which is equal or greater than 6+'Sb＼M).

Lemma 6.5. Let {A} be a one-parameter family of reducible self-dual con-

nections on an SC/(2)-bundle P which is non-trivial with respect to gauge trans-

formations. Then {At} induces canonically a harmonic 1-form a. Conversely each

harmonic 1-form yields a one-parameter family of non-trivial self-dual connections

which are all reducible.

Proof. It is seen that for a reducible self-dual connection A and a harmonic
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-.A+^f ( _^/~~~Ya＼",t£R> defines a one-parameter family of reducible

connections on P.

Conversely, let {At} be a one-parameter family of reducible connections which

are not equivalent to A~A0. From Lemma 6.2 P reduces to an S(U{l)x £/(!))-

bundle such that A reduces to
(a j with respect to

fiP= l@L2. Then A has
＼ ―01/

r i - r I
la ＼ fV ―la/ bi,＼ ,

1
, r

l T･> 1 Jfor each t a form of + -
/

for a real 1-form at and an L--valued
＼ -a/ ＼-6t -V-lat)

1-form ^. By choosing suitable gauge transformations we can assume that dA*A = 0

for A = d/dtAt＼i^o, which implies d*d = 0 and da*h = Q, where a-=d＼dta,＼,^aand b ―

djdtbt＼t^.o.

Since each Ker<i^ is one dimensional from Lemma 6.2, we can choose a

parallel section <pt of /'(§),smoothly parametrized with /. Differentiate dAt<pt=0

with respect to t and put t= Q. Then we have

(6.2)

where </>

to

(6.3)

for </>=

^ + [i,0o] = O

= dldt(pt＼i=0.vSince (po-( C_^~＼
c)

f°r constant c,(6.2) is equivalent

j#.=0,

Then it followsfrom da*b―Q that b must vanish.

Since each At is self-dual,a is closed,and hence is a harmonic 1-form,

Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 6.5 {reducible self-dual connections on

P＼ISp, denoted by 3i is b＼M) dimensional. Since dirru5M = dim £P(§)-l>dim 31,3t

is packed full with irreducible self-dualconnections. Hence we obtain Theorem 1.1.
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